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Three methodological shortcuts potentially streamline antitrust litigation. The availability of the per se approach provides a time-tested way to avoid conventional trials where illegality is obvious. However, the seeming collapse of per se rules in modern antitrust cases creates a need for some type of abbreviated assessment of economic impact of alleged restraints. The quick look approach provides a means for a truncated pretrial evaluation of competitive effect. At the same time, a third potential shortcut, summary judgment, appears to be readily available in antitrust cases after a period of some skepticism toward its use and appears to also interject pretrial assessment of economic effect into a case. This article first describes the quick look and antitrust summary judgment, and then explores integration of the two complementary concepts. Although I find that only a few cases grant summary judgment using the quick look, I posit that these two different shortcuts are capable of efficient synergy in the same case. The paper paradoxically concludes that courts appear skeptical of the quick look’s vague contours and, yet, seem willing to employ summary judgment, a similar procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

ANTITRUST litigation, frequently characterized as constituting complex or big cases,\(^1\) seemingly begs for some sort of methodological shortcut.\(^2\) The history of efforts to streamline or simplify antitrust cases is both rich and lengthy. Judge Taft's seminal United States v. Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. opinion, written in 1897, just seven years after the passage of the Sherman Act, expressed an acute concern for eschewing overly complicated and ambiguous trials of antitrust cases by cautioning that antitrust analysis should avoid setting "sail on a sea of doubt" and set forth a sophisticated method for analyzing antitrust issues that, while capable of abuse, originated in a desire to more efficiently adjudicate antitrust cases.\(^3\) Judge Taft's method provided a shortcut to illegality if an alleged restraint could be characterized as clearly restraining commerce\(^4\) and set forth a sophisticated approach that facilitated the evolution of per se rules and the rule of reason.\(^5\)

Justice Brandeis's landmark articulation of the rule of reason in Chi-

---

4. Addyston Pipe, 85 F. at 301.
5. See, e.g., Robert H. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 26 (1978) (describing Addyston Pipe as "one of the greatest, if not the greatest, antitrust opinions in the history of the law"); Brunet, supra note 2, at 22-23.
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Chicago Board of Trade v. United States, sometimes criticized as calling for an overly complex, multi-factor analysis, may have included its own shortcut. In reversing a trial court order invalidating the Call Rule of the defendant, Chicago Board of Trade, Justice Brandeis failed to remand the case for a full-blown trial and set forth a list of conclusions basically upholding the alleged restraint merely by a summary style of judicial analysis. This bold tour de force of judicial activism signaled the bench and bar that lengthy trials of antitrust cases might not be necessary where the court was willing to decide antitrust issues as a matter of law.

The classification of alleged restraints as either per se or rule of reason has dominated antitrust methodology for close to one hundred years. The shortcut of designating a restraint as per se efficiently eliminates the defendant’s ability to introduce proof showing pro-competitive impact. In this sense, the per se label operates as a rule of evidence that excludes business justifications and makes antitrust litigation less costly. Similarly, an early, pretrial selection of a rule of reason approach facilitates antitrust litigation by allowing pro- and anti-competitive impact to be the focus of a case and creates an opportunity for granting defense motions for summary judgment.

Summary judgment represents another means of efficiently administering antitrust litigation. Rules of litigation procedure must integrate appropriately into antitrust methodology. In particular, motions for summary judgment provide a way to avoid costly and lengthy antitrust litigation and provide a means to anchor the per se approach in procedural orthodoxy. The party who advances a per se argument often moves for summary judgment. In contrast, the opposing party, who considers the rule of reason to apply, will typically combat summary judgment and argue that the issues should receive a full trial. Of course, defendants faced with antitrust claims often seek summary judgment and frequently succeed. Antitrust summary judgment, once thought to be inappropriate in Poller v. C.B.S., has matured into regular and everyday use.

6. 246 U.S. 231 (1918).
7. See, e.g., Arthur, supra note 3, at 303 (accusing Justice Brandeis of legitimizing big antitrust cases by his test, which makes “virtually all data relevant”); Brunet, supra note 2, at 14 (explaining that under Justice Brandeis's “broad approach,” a factfinder must evaluate all the circumstances of the case).
through acceptance of a transformative summary judgment philosophy, the thinking that procedural rules should be applied the same way in every case, regardless of type of claim.\textsuperscript{13} Under such reasoning, summary judgment in complex antitrust cases has become possible despite critics who argue that summary judgments are granted far too readily in complex cases and constitute a temptation to avoid full litigation.\textsuperscript{14} Modern decisions and commentary reason that antitrust cases are ideal candidates for summary judgment because of concern that protracted litigation may chill competitive forces.\textsuperscript{15}

With this background of uncertainty regarding the use of summary judgment in antitrust litigation and the history of controversial application of the per se and rule of reason labels, the so-called quick look approach originated. Born in a series of briefs to the United States Supreme Court in the 1980s,\textsuperscript{16} the quick look methodology was essentially the effort of antitrust specialist litigators to articulate a sort of middle-ground, efficient way to avoid overly complex trials. The idea of the quick look might have evolved from Professor Phillip Areeda's observation that the rule of reason need not be overly lengthy and could be "applied in the twinkling of the eye."\textsuperscript{17}

The 1980s and 1990s marked the rise of the quick look and the fall of the categorical method of antitrust classification that characterized each


\textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., Geneva Pharmas. Tech. Corp. v. Barr Labs., Inc., 386 F.3d 485, 495 (2d Cir. 2004) (asserting that summary judgment "is an essential tool in the area of antitrust law because it helps avoid wasteful and lengthy litigation that may have a chilling effect on pro-competitive market forces"); Int'l Healthcare Mgmt. v. Haw. Coal. for Health, 332 F.3d 600, 604 (9th Cir. 2003) (affirming summary judgment in an antitrust conspiracy case and concluding that "summary judgment is still appropriate in certain cases" despite factual complexity quoting County of Toutumne v. Sonoma Cnty. Hosp., 236 F.3d 1148, 1154 (9th Cir. 2001)); accord William W. Schwarzer, Summary Judgment and Case Management, 56 ANTITRUST L.J. 213, 222 (1987) (stating that "[a]ntitrust cases present the paradigm for the use of summary judgment in complex litigation").

\textsuperscript{16} See, e.g., Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae at 8, 20, Arizona v. Maricopa County Med. Soc'y, 457 U.S. 332 (1982) (No. 80-419), 1981 WL 390409, at *8, *20 (describing the "initial inquiry" in a horizontal price fixing claim involving maximum prices as "either a 'quick look' to determine the applicability of the per se rule or a limited rule of reason inquiry" and explaining that "this preliminary scrutiny or 'quick look' should be limited to ascertaining whether the proponents of the agreement have identified significant procompetitive effects achieved through integration of productive capacity that are unattainable in the absence of the agreement"); Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Reversal at 7, Nw. Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pac. Stationery & Printing Co., 472 U.S. 284 (1985) (No. 83-1368), 1984 WL 565685, at *7 (arguing against application of a per se approach "without the sort of 'quick look' that the Court has required in other areas as a starting point for analysis under Section 1").

\textsuperscript{17} PHILLIP AREEDA, THE "RULE OF REASON" IN ANTITRUST ANALYSIS: GENERAL ISSUES 37-38 (1981). It should be noted that this 1981 article was published after the 1980 reference to the quick look approach in the amicus brief for the United States filed in Maricopa County.
restraint as either per se or rule of reason. Led by Justice Stevens, a series of Supreme Court antitrust decisions appeared to merge or collapse the per se and rule of reason approaches into one general continuum. Antitrust attorneys and agencies engaged in the quick look approach. The idea appeared to dovetail neatly with the emphasis of Sylvania that some sort of economic evaluation should occur in every antitrust case. A fast, informal examination of the pro- and anti-competitive considerations of the allegedly illegal restraint was essential in every antitrust case, allowing the quick look to be either the first step of a longer rule of reason process or the single step of a shortcut method leading to a per se result. Judge Posner's 1984 use of a quick look in General Leaseways, Inc. v. National Truck Leasing Ass'n provided an early example of the quick look. Judge Posner's per se conclusion was reached by determining "[whether] the elimination of competition is apparent on a quick look" and "without undertaking the kind of searching inquiry that would make the case a Rule of Reason case." The decade of the 1980s saw courts and agencies flirting with adoption of the quick look method. While the Supreme Court never expressly adopted the quick look as a methodology, it came very close in a number of cases. The NCCA v. Board of Regents of the University of the Oklahoma decision engaged in a careful analysis of efficiencies in a context that may have called for per se application. In Northwest Wholesale, Justice Brennan required a "threshold determination" of the alleged restraint in a case with a summary judgment record. In Catalano, Inc. v. Target Sales, Inc., the Court found a conspiracy to deny short term credit to be per se illegal but took care to summarily analyze possible efficiency justifications. In Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Society, the Court's per se analysis considered both the positive and negative implications of the alleged horizontal restraint.

To some, the 1999 California Dental opinion marked the Court's rejection of the quick look methodology. The decision reversed the Ninth Circuit's use of the quick look and the Federal Trade Commission's appli-

20. See Gen. Leaseways, Inc. v. Nat'l Truck Leasing Ass'n, 744 F.2d 588, 595 (7th Cir. 1984) (using quick look to conclude that defendant's division of markets was per se illegal).
21. Id.
cation of the quick look approach. In place of the quick look shortcut, the California Dental decision seemingly called for a robust application of the rule of reason and a full evaluation of both anti- and pro-competitive implications of an alleged restraint. Nonetheless, the California Dental opinion expressly referred to the quick look approach and seemed to treat it as though it were a working methodology that had merely been misapplied by the court of appeals. California Dental left the quick look approach in limbo—rejected in application but alive in theory. A seemingly straightforward footnote in the 2006 Texaco Inc. v. Dagher decision described the quick look doctrine with apparent approval, leaving the approach extant, if not enthusiastically, embraced.

In the past eleven years since California Dental, ambiguity has been the word of the day regarding antitrust methodology. In this period, courts employed the quick look approach sporadically and with mixed results. Some decisions ignored using a quick look. Commentators called for jettisoning the quick look because of its resemblance to the per se approach and a procedure calling for the defendant to establish pro-competitive justifications. Nevertheless, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) employed the quick look in its In re PolyGram Holding, Inc opinion and, more recently, in In re North Texas Specialty Physicians. During this period, however, use of summary judgment in antitrust cases continued to flourish, despite the similar shortcut nature of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56. It is uncertain why courts embrace summary judgment in antitrust litigation but at the same time, take care with similar shortcuts such as the quick look.

This Article examines the quick look method and seeks to explain its contemporary relevance and relationship to summary judgment in modern antitrust litigation. I first sketch a brief history of the quick look, then trace the continuing battle to provide even-handed application of summary judgment in all types of civil cases, including antitrust claims, and conclude by examining how conventional summary judgment and the

29. Id.
30. See infra text accompanying notes 191-98.
32. Id. at 7 n.3 ("To be sure, we have applied the quick look doctrine to business activities that are so plainly anticompetitive that courts need undertake only a cursory examination before imposing antitrust liability.").
33. See, e.g., N. Tex. Specialty Physicians v. FTC, 528 F.3d 346, 362 (5th Cir. 2008) (applying the quick look method "rather than a more searching rule-of-reason inquiry" to affirm the FTC (citing California Dental Ass'n, 526 U.S. at 770-71, for the proposition that quick look analysis applies where a practice has "obvious" anticompetitive effects)).
36. 2005-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 75,032 (2005), aff'd, 528 F.3d 346 (5th Cir. 2008).
quick look have the potential to work together as complementary procedures.

I. A SKETCH OF THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE QUICK LOOK APPROACH

A. THE QUICK LOOK AS A MEANS TO PER SE CONDEMNATION

Although one single, generally accepted definition of the quick look method does not exist, at a visceral level a quick look analysis may be little more than an elegant substitute for per se labeling. Judge Posner's early use of the quick look in his *General Leaseways, Inc. v. National Truck Leasing Ass'n* decision simply took an abbreviated examination of the alleged horizontal market division to determine if it was per se illegal.\(^{37}\) Justice Thomas's footnote in *Texaco Inc. v. Dagher* casts a similar shadow on the meaning of quick look by describing it as a means to have a "cursory examination" of an alleged restraint to learn if it is "plainly anticompetitive,"\(^{38}\) a buzzword for per se liability.\(^{39}\) Use of the quick look to identify per se offenses was similarly embraced in *California Dental*, which called for an "abbreviated or 'quick-look' analysis under the rule of reason [when] an observer with even a rudimentary understanding of economics could conclude that the arrangements in question would have an anticompetitive effect on customers and markets."\(^{40}\) Put differently, the quick look is the opposite of the sort of robust "searching inquiry" associated with the rule of reason.\(^{41}\) In Professor Piraino's words, "[t]he quick look is an abbreviated form of analysis similar to the per se rule."\(^{42}\) Similarly, Professors Gavil, Kovacic, and Baker describe a "quick look to condemn" as aiding a "swift, though not immediate

---

37. See *Gen. Leaseways, Inc. v. Nat'l Truck Leasing Ass'n*, 744 F.2d 588, 591 (7th Cir. 1984); see also *Vogel v. Am. Soc'y of Appraisers*, 744 F.2d 598, 603 (7th Cir. 1984) (Judge Posner asserting that "we should take a quick look to see whether [the alleged restraint prohibiting fees as a percentage of appraisals] has clear anticompetitive consequences and lacks any redeeming competitive virtues").

38. *See 547 U.S. 1, 7 n.3 (2006).*


40. *Cal. Dental Ass'n v. FTC, 526 U.S. 756, 770 (1999); accord Bogan v. Hodgkins, 166 F.3d 509, 513 (2d Cir. 1999) (referring to quick look as an "abbreviated version of the rule of reason").*

41. *Gen. Leaseways, 744 F.2d at 595; see also N. Tex. Specialty Physicians v. FTC, 528 F.3d 346, 362 (5th Cir. 2008) (finding the quick look appropriate "only when 'the likelihood of anticompetitive effects is . . . obvious,' meaning 'when the great likelihood of anticompetitive effects can easily be ascertained,' and 'after assessing and rejecting [the] logic of proffered procompetitive justifications'" (quoting *Cal. Dental Ass'n*, 526 U.S. at 770-71)); Clarett v. Nat'l Football League, 306 F. Supp. 2d 379, 408-09 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (termining the NFL draft "the perfect example of a policy that is appropriately analyzed under the 'quick look' standard because its anticompetitive effects are so obvious"), rev'd on other grounds, 369 F.3d 124 (2d Cir. 2004).*

42. Thomas A. Piraino, Jr., *The Antitrust Analysis of Joint Ventures After the Supreme Court's Dagher Decision*, 57 EMORY L.J. 735, 747 n.88 (2008) (explaining also that the plaintiff's proof of likely anticompetitive impact shifts the burden of proof to the defendant to show a procompetitive justification); see also Peter C. Carstensen, *Using Dagher to Refine the Analysis of Mergers and Joint Ventures in Petroleum Industries and Beyond*, 19
There are several problems with limiting the quick look approach to a method merely designed to ferret out per se offenses. First, it is obvious that antitrust lives in the era of the rule of reason. Per se rules have been cut back or confined to their facts and even overruled. The dominant philosophy of antitrust, advanced in Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania calls for economic analysis of every alleged restraint and involves a hands-on, detailed application of economic impact, the opposite of the cursory examination associated with the quick look. A quick look method designed to identify candidates for per se illegality would be a narrow, seldom-used tool. Professor Meese has criticized the quick look methodology because of its tendency to lead to the use of inaccurate per se labeling.

Second, the sort of quick look method limited to identification of per se offenses is vague and discretionary in nature. Equating the quick look with an inquiry into whether a restraint is "plainly anticompetitive" creates a quick look method close to per se analysis and makes the quick look redundant. The vague description of the quick look in United States v. Brown University appeared to create a separate type of analysis: not quite per se and not quite rule of reason. The FTC's PolyGram Holding decision is illustrative. There, the FTC found the defendants' contract to be "inherently suspect" through the use of a quick look without a structural examination. This truncated approach earned the ire of critics, who concluded that the quick look was merely an "expanded per se analysis" enabling the FTC to avoid proving market definition or market effect. While these critiques ring true, such an analysis might find

Loy. Consumer L. Rev. 447, 455 (2007) (surmising the negative reaction of the U.S. business community of equating the per se and quick look approaches to illegality).

43. ANDREW I. GAVIL ET AL, ANTITRUST LAW IN PERSPECTIVE: CASES CONCEPTS, AND PROBLEMS IN COMPETITION POLICY 196-201 (2002).


45. See, e.g., Jame Fine Chems., Inc. v. Hi-Tech Pharm. Co., No. 00-3545 (AET), 2007 WL 927976, at *4 (D.N.J. Mar. 27, 2007) (repudiating the quick look method because violations alleged were vertical and required to be assessed under the rule of reason).

46. Alan J. Meese, Farewell to the Quick Look: Redefining the Scope and Content of the Rule of Reason, 68 Antitrust L.J. 461, 465 (2000) (urging "[e]limination of the quick look as a separate mode of analysis," resulting in a "more careful delineation of the boundary between" rule of reason and per se analysis); accord In re Echlin Mfg. Co., 105 F.T.C. 410 (1985) (accusing the FTC majority of improperly using the quick look to prove entry barriers leading to a rule of per se legality) (Bailey, Comm'r, dissenting).

47. See supra notes 38-39 and accompanying text.

48. See United States v. Brown Univ., 5 F.3d 658, 669 (3d Cir. 1993) (asserting that the quick look "applies in cases where per se condemnation is inappropriate, but where 'no elaborate industry analysis is required to demonstrate the anticompetitive character' of an inherently suspect restraint") (quoting Nat'l Soc'y of Prof'l Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 692 (1978)).


51. See, e.g., Catherine Verschelden, Is the Quick-Look Antitrust Analysis in PolyGram Holding Inherently Suspect?, 32 J. Corp. L. 447, 459 (2007) (describing the "sus-
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efficiencies associated with an alleged restraint and thereby advance utility by avoiding the heavy cost of a detailed examination of the market.

Third, appellate courts will be fast to overturn findings and conclusions reached too quickly and summarily. Consider the alleged horizontal conspiracy to sell television broadcast rights in Chicago Professional Sports Ltd. Partnership v. NBA. The case went to a trial in a mere seven weeks. The Seventh Circuit called the court's speedy action "greased lightning," noted that alleging illegal conduct takes "time to develop and more time to test," and railed against "ignorance about the effects of business practices." Similarly, the Third Circuit has overturned lower court use of the quick look in its Brown University decision in order to more fully assess the pro-competitive impact under full rule of reason impact.

B. THE QUICK LOOK RULE OF REASON: A MEANS OR AN END?

In great contrast, an alternative way of deconstructing the quick look is to think of it as an abbreviated version of a potentially detailed rule of reason approach and to consider the quick look to apply to all antitrust cases, whether likely to be per se or rule of reason in nature. Translated to the firing lines of litigation, this type of quick look approach might well be advanced by a defendant in a pretrial motion rather than being the exclusive tool of the antitrust plaintiff. Like the rule of reason, this version of the quick look considers pro-competitive and anti-competitive impact. Indeed, some commentators and courts connect the quick look to the rule of reason in their phraseology by terming this method as the "quick look rule of reason," the "flexible rule of reason," or the "trun-
Regardless of which name is used, this version of quick look holds potential for a more complete style of antitrust methodology, with attention given to the economic impact of an alleged restraint in order to decide whether a full rule of reason trial is necessary. In short, this version of the quick look appears evidentiary in nature and fails to offer a settled middle ground between the traditional per se and rule of reason categories. Instead, this justification of the quick look emphasizes an attempt to trim the potentially overly complex rule of reason in an era of minimal use of per se rules.

This more balanced version of the quick look methodology is evidenced in its early use in briefs filed by government lawyers. The 1981 amicus curiae brief of the United States in *Maricopa County Medical Society* describes the need for an "initial inquiry—which may be denominated either a 'quick look' to determine the applicability of the per se rule or a limited rule of reason inquiry." Of course, the quick look methodology needs to save resources and facilitate accurate decisions to be justifiable. It is possible to think of the quick look procedure as a time-saving presumption of anti-competitive effect. Once the plaintiff proves an offense that is facially anti-competitive, the burden to show a positive impact on competition in the form of lower prices or increased output shifts to the defending party. Presumably, the defending party's failure to show evidence of pro-competitive impact will lead to a finding of illegality, a process that has but one additional layer of proof as compared to a close to automatic per se classification.

Several quick look decisions conserve resources by omitting rule of reason style proof of market power. For example, in *Law v. NCAA*, the district court applied "the quick look standard [where] adverse effects on competition [were] apparent" and observed that "the court [did] not require proof of market power, and instead move[d] directly to an analysis of the defendant's proffered competitive justifications." Professor Hovenkamp argues that a quick look at market power is justifiable in


61. See *Gavil et al.*, supra note 43, at 196-201 (describing the "quick look to exonerate" after positing a "quick look to condemn").


63. See *United States v. Brown Univ.*, 5 F.3d 548, 768 (3d Cir. 1993) (reversing for full rule of reason treatment a district court ruling using a quick look and calling for a burden shift to defendants to prove pro-competitive impact); 11 HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATION 355 (2d ed. 2005) (describing a quick look method involving burden shifting to the defendant, who must establish competitive justifications that support a restraint). Note that this is a form of substantive burden shifting, not to be confused with procedural burden shifting mandated by the *Celotex Corp. v. Catrett*, 477 U.S. 317 (1986), decision.

64. HOVENKAMP, supra note 63, at 356.
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cases where a per se rule is overly broad but a rule of reason inquiry is unnecessary, and advances the "pay for delay" In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litigation case as an example. The FTC's and Department of Justice's 2000 Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Among Competitors takes a similar approach by calling for a quick look at market power and the nature of the alleged restraint before undertaking a more detailed and elaborate rule of reason analysis.

Some decisions appear willing to use a quick look when confronted with an alleged restraint that appears to be novel or unfamiliar in previous antitrust litigation. Although this course of action seems rational, there is reason to be skeptical of what appear to be clichés restricting a streamlined analysis to "considerable past experience." Justice Stevens's warning against "rejustifying" the per se rule on an industry by industry basis seems well-reasoned. Professor Hovenkamp logically argues that a truly new product or service must be involved to trigger a more thorough analysis and suggests that the alleged idiosyncrasy must be at the heart of the restraint to invoke greater scrutiny.

The cautionary views regarding the quick look approach of Stephen Calkins merit particular attention. In the definitive examination of the quick look, Professor Calkins sets out a skeptical picture of the quick look's future. He terms California Dental a "setback" for the "quick look" antitrust movement, correctly warns that the Court linked use of the quick look to "premature burden shifting," and interprets Justice Souter's opinion as a "setback for market power screens." After all, the FTC failed to define a precise market, pinpoint barriers to entry, or call an expert. The refusal to endorse the quick look approach in California Dental led Calkins to predict that he "could not" imagine that the FTC would soon employ the term in an adjudicated opinion and to caution against reliance on set formulas.

66. 332 F.3d 896 (6th Cir. 2003).
67. 12 HOVENKAMP, supra note 63, at 328-29.
69. See, e.g., United States v. Topco Assocs., 405 U.S. 596, 607-08 (1972) (declaring a willingness to apply per se classification when courts have "considerable experience" with the business practice at issue).
70. See Brunet, supra note 2, at 3 (criticizing use of clichés in per se/rule of reason analysis).
71. Id. at 7 (citing Arizona v. Maricopa County Med. Soc'y, 457 U.S. 332, 351 (1982)).
72. See HOVENKAMP, supra note 63, at 306 (noting that "[t]his condition has often been found to be met in the cases involving the NCAA or a professional sports league as defendants").
73. Calkins, supra note 27, at 531; accord, 12 HOVENKAMP, supra note 63, at 117 (asserting that California Dental "narrows the range of horizontal actions that can [be] subjected to a 'quick look'").
74. Calkins, supra note 27, at 532.
75. Id. at 496-97.
76. See id. at 535.
77. Id. at 556-57.
Professors Lemley and Leslie set forth an instrumental description of the quick look approach that seems logical and useful.\textsuperscript{78} In order to avoid mistakes in characterizing an alleged restraint as either per se or subject to a full rule of reason, they envision the quick look as "an effort to characterize disputed conduct" in which the defendant is offered a pre-trial opportunity to show pro-competitive justifications for the allegedly illegal conduct.\textsuperscript{79} Professors Lemley and Leslie helpfully perceive the quick look as a sort of evidence rule permitting pretrial classification decisions without a full economic analysis. Viewed in this light, they suggest, \textit{California Dental} merely avoided approving a quick look that had become, in the Court's eyes, a separate (and confusing) third category of analysis or an abbreviated version of the rule of reason.

II. THE ROLE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN ANTITRUST LITIGATION

Before the phrase "quick look" ever graced a decision or brief, antitrust opinions used summary judgment and the per se concept to streamline analysis and facilitate categorization. This section explores summary judgment's role as a shortcut tool in antitrust litigation.

A. A THEORY OF A TRANSSUBSTANTIVE RULE 56

The original 1938 version of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was designed to be transsubstantive, a system of procedural rules "generalized across substantive lines."\textsuperscript{80} This philosophy theorized that each procedural rule should be applied in a uniform, general fashion, without regard to the cause of action alleged. The goal of a transsubstantive system was to develop a one-stop, easy-to-identify rules system and to place the courts in the enviable posture of avoiding "interest group politics"\textsuperscript{81} when construing the rules.

As developed by Justice Charles Clark, then the reporter of the advisory committee in charge of drafting rules\textsuperscript{82} the rules system put into place in 1938 sought to use one set of norms for all types of civil cases. Justice Clark strongly opposed allowing special rules for particular cases and made the notion of uniformity a preeminent ethos underlying the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[78] See Lemley & Leslie, \textit{supra} note 58, at 1215.
\item[79] \textit{Id.}
\end{footnotes}
rules. This reform, which was also supported strongly by Chief Justice Taft, won the day with the Supreme Court’s approval of then Judge Clark’s draft set of rules in 1938. Included in the new rules was a transsubstantive Rule 56, designed to apply the same way in any type of case.

Following his appointment to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge Clark fought his fellow Circuit judges in pursuit of an even-handed application of summary judgment and motions to dismiss that ignored the specific variety of claim presented. In *Arnstein v. Porter*, Clark’s dissent lamented the “dislike of the summary-judgment rule” that was “difficult to appraise or understand.” Judge Clark stressed that “the clear-cut provisions of [Federal Rule of Civil Procedure] 56 conspicuously do not contain either a restriction on the kinds of actions to which it is applicable” and asserted that summary judgment was “an integral and useful part of the procedural system envisaged by the rules.” Judge Clark’s opinion reversing a motion to dismiss in *Nagler v. Admiral Corp*, an antitrust conspiracy claim, is noteworthy in its defense of a transsubstantive vision of adjudication. Judge Clark insisted that antitrust cases be measured using notice pleading norms identical to other causes of action by urging “that the federal rules contain no special exemptions for antitrust cases.” Historical research reveals Judge Clark’s “satisfaction that [the Nagler] decision had at least temporarily halted the campaign for special pleading in antitrust cases.” Articles written by Judge Clark while he was on the bench praised the universal application of Rule 56 and criticized rules and decisions that confined summary judgment to case-specific, designated categories.

B. THE PRACTICAL MEANING OF TRANSSUBSTANTIVE ANTITRUST SUMMARY JUDGMENT: NO SPECIAL LATITUDE GIVEN TO THE ANTITRUST NONMOVANT

1. The Inconsistent Poller Years: 1962–1985

Despite the Justice Clark’s mission to adopt a transsubstantive Rule 56, the Supreme Court dealt antitrust summary judgment a deafening blow in its 1962 *Poller v. CBS, Inc.* decision. The plaintiff, owner of a UHF television station in Milwaukee, alleged that CBS had conspired to rid the
market of UHF television by purchasing its own UHF station, canceling Poller's network affiliation, and "forcing" Poller to sell his station to it.92 Reasoning that CBS had the right to purchase Poller's station and relying on four CBS affidavits, each showing CBS's lack of motive, the district court granted summary judgment.93 The court of appeals affirmed, asserting that CBS had a contractual right to terminate the UHF competitor station and, accordingly, could not conspire to eliminate a competitor.94

In an opinion that placed a heavy burden of summary judgment production upon the moving party, the Supreme Court's reversal stressed that CBS had failed to produce "conclusive evidence supporting [its] theory."95 While the Poller decision is flatly inconsistent with the burden-shifting dynamic of Celotex Corp. v. Catrett,96 it is the following passage of Justice Clark's opinion that heavily influenced the lower federal courts to be skeptical of granting summary judgment in antitrust litigation:

[S]ummary procedures should be used sparingly in complex antitrust litigation where motive and intent play leading roles, the proof is largely in the hands of the alleged conspirators, and hostile witnesses thicken the plot. It is only when the witnesses are present and subject to cross-examination that their credibility and the weight to be given their testimony can be appraised.97

Despite the transsubstantive dissent of Justice Harlan,98 numerous denials of summary judgment in antitrust cases appear to be based on this language.99

Poller's cautionary and unnecessary dictum appears inconsistent with the factual record presented in the case. The Rule 56 motion should and could have been denied using a conventional summary judgment analysis.100 The Court found damaging admissions in the moving party's affidavits and explained that these admissions created factual inferences for

92. Id. at 465-66.
95. Poller, 368 U.S. at 473.
97. Poller, 368 U.S. at 473.
98. Harlan's dissent contended that "there is good reason for giving the summary judgment rule its full legitimate sweep in [the antitrust] field." Poller, 368 U.S. at 478 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
The Quick Look Approach

101. Serious credibility questions remained and would have prevented summary judgment, even in today’s burden-shifting paradigm.

In the years following the Poller decision, several major cases treated the dictum as either a misstatement or a non-event. In White Motor Co. v. United States, the majority asserted that “[s]ummary judgments have a place in the antitrust field, as elsewhere,” but qualified this truism by suggesting that “where...the gist of the case turns on documentary evidence, the rule at times can be divined without a trial.” The First National Bank of Arizona v. Cities Service Co. decision limited the scope of Poller by observing that summary judgment should not be “read out of antitrust cases” and differentiated Poller as a holding where “it was plausible for the plaintiff to argue that CBS had embarked on a plan to drive him out of business.”

In contrast, Norfolk Monument Co. v. Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Inc. relied on Poller in reversing summary judgment that had been affirmed by the court of appeals. Reasoning that “the alleged conspiracy had not been conclusively disproved by pretrial discovery,” the Court identified inferences regarding alleged parallel conduct of the defendants and disputed business justifications. Norfolk Monument allocated a heavy summary judgment burden of production to the moving party to “conclusively disprove[]” the allegations of the non-movant plaintiff. Norfolk Monument appears flatly inconsistent with Cities Service and carried a Poller-like message that lower courts should be reluctant to grant summary judgment in antitrust conspiracy litigation.

Even before the rejuvenation of summary judgment stemming from the 1986 trilogy, there were signals from the Supreme Court that antitrust summary judgment was not forbidden. The Court’s per curiam opinion in Catalano, Inc. v. Target Sales, Inc. reversed a Ninth Circuit opinion affirming the district court’s pretrial order that rejected the alleged re-

101. See id.
104. See Norfolk Monument Co., 394 U.S. at 704.
105. Id. at 703-04.
107. For lower court decisions demonstrating wariness toward antitrust summary judgment relying on Poller, see, for example, Bouldis v. U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp., 771 F.2d 1319, 1324 (6th Cir. 1983) (terming the rule in Poller “well-established”), Industrial Building Materials, Inc. v. Interchemical Corp., 437 F.2d 1336, 1345 (9th Cir. 1970) (asserting that “[j]ust as the Supreme Court had insufficient information in Poller to pass on the question of monopolization, so we too are limited here by the fact that there was no trial at which these issues could be factually developed...”), Welchlin v. Tenet Healthcare Corp., 366 F. Supp. 2d 338, 351-52 (D.S.C. 2005) (emphasizing the importance of trying complex antitrust cases before a jury because the court is unable to weigh evidence in ruling on summary judgment), Industrial Burner Systems, Inc. v. Maxon Corp., 275 F. Supp. 2d 878, 882 (E.D. Mich. 2003) (noting that “summary judgment should be used sparingly in complex antitrust litigation”).
straint as per se illegal.\textsuperscript{109} The Supreme Court showed the confidence to use the per se label to a conspiracy to eliminate short-term credit to liquor retailers and did so on a pretrial record lacking a plenary trial.\textsuperscript{110}

A short two years later, the Court reiterated the viability of antitrust summary judgment in \textit{Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Society}.\textsuperscript{111} In an opinion relying on substantive antitrust doctrine to hold per se illegal physician-set maximum fees and eschewing any elaboration relating to summary judgment, the Court reversed the Ninth Circuit's order affirming the trial court's denial of summary judgment.\textsuperscript{112} It is noteworthy that the briefs filed by the United States called for the Court to take a "quick look" of the alleged restraint to determine anti-competitive impact.\textsuperscript{113} While the opinion of the Court did not use the quick look rubric, \textit{Maricopa County} endorsed the utility of antitrust summary judgment by its overturning of the district court's refusal to grant the motion and clearly signaled its willingness to evaluate efficiency arguments on a pretrial summary judgment record.\textsuperscript{114}

The Court continued its de facto pro-summary judgment attitude in \textit{Northwest Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing Co.}\textsuperscript{115} By overturning the court of appeals' reversal of summary judgment, the Supreme Court again displayed a policy that endorsed the use of Rule 56 to decide antitrust litigation.\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Northwest Wholesale Stationers} also ignored the anti-summary judgment language of \textit{Poller}, thereby placing the 1962 dictum in a precarious status. \textit{Northwest Wholesale Stationers} fashioned a proof requirement for plaintiffs seeking a per se rule in boycott cases by mandating the presentation of a "threshold case" that the "challenged activity falls into a category likely to have predominantly anticompetitive effects."\textsuperscript{117} This procedural point, made in a case overturning the reversal of summary judgment, conveys the impression that Rule 56 can be used to assess anti-competitive impact and can do so in a pretrial fashion.

Although the Court failed to define what it meant by a "threshold case" of anti-competitive effects, it clearly signaled that this inquiry was pretrial in nature. The procedural context of the litigation\textsuperscript{118} involved
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cross-motions for summary judgment and a trial court order granting the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, followed by a Ninth Circuit reversal based upon a now-discarded interpretation of Silver v. New York Stock Exchange that called for a hearing in advance of an expulsion from a joint venture. It seems noteworthy that Justice Brennan’s opinion referred to the district judge as following the “correct path of analysis.” Presumably, the Court was referring to using summary judgment to assess alleged anti-competitive impact. No alternative explanation for such a “threshold case” exists.

2. Matsushita and the Demise of the Poller Dictum

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp. is a landmark summary judgment case as well as an important section 2 Sherman Act substantive holding. As a matter of antitrust substance, Matsushita held that predation claims must show that recoupment is plausible. As a matter of procedure, Matsushita displayed a pro-Rule 56 attitude by overturning a Third Circuit decision that had reversed the district judge’s grant of summary judgment. The Court completely ignored its earlier Poller decision in holding that an alleged antitrust conspiracy against a group of twenty-one Japanese television manufacturers could be decided by summary judgment. In so doing, Matsushita exorcized the homily that antitrust conspiracy claims were questionable candidates for summary judgment.

The sheer size of the Matsushita litigation bears significance. This was the paradigm big, complex antitrust case. The summary judgment record was indeed voluminous, supposedly relying upon a forty volume appendix filed by the parties at trial. A court skeptical of summary judgment might have easily rested on the old song that complex cases, especially those involving conspiracy allegations, were poor candidates for Rule 56 usage. Instead, the Court’s reinstatement of the trial court’s summary judgment signaled that summary judgment had utility in big cases.

Prior to Matsushita, some decisions denied motions for summary judgment using an old, now-rejected, “slightest doubt” approach. The theory underlying this standard for summary judgment was that the motion
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must be denied if the slightest doubt existed as to disputed facts. This theory, historically accepted but now clearly rejected, was opposed strongly by Judge Charles Clark and was attacked more recently by Judge Jack Weinstein. Both questioned whether summary judgments could ever be granted if courts took the slightest doubt standard literally.

*Matsushita* seemingly jettisoned the slightest doubt approach and, by so doing, created a modern and dynamic summary judgment mechanism. In an important passage, the *Matsushita* Court asserted that the nonmovant, Zenith, must demonstrate disputed issues by “more than simply showing that there is some metaphysical doubt as to the material facts.” Although the word “metaphysical” might seem cryptic, it seems clear that the nonmovant must come forth with evidence showing more than mere doubt. Examination of the authorities cited by the majority opinion confirms the intent to repudiate the slightest doubt standard.

*Matsushita* is also an important summary judgment holding in other respects. It clarified that the standard for granting summary judgments was identical to directed verdict. It also taught that the old summary judgment cliché of weighing inferences in favor of the nonmovant was conditional by stating that “antitrust law limits the range of permissible inferences from ambiguous evidence in a § 1 case.” As applied by the *Matsushita* majority, this means that the district judge should not weigh inferences in favor of the nonmoving party because the plaintiff’s assertions made “no economic sense” and the defendants “had no rational . . . motive to conspire.”

It is important to emphasize that the *Matsushita* decision failed to articulate a new rule mandating a showing of “plausible” proof by the non-
movant plaintiff. True, the majority uses the word "implausible" or its opposite, "plausible," a whopping eleven times and, by so doing, gives an impression that plausibility may be the real test or standard for summary judgment. This reading of the term "plausible," first used in the 1968 Cities Service decision and sometimes found in post-Matsushita decisions needs to be rejected. First, the decision and its companion, Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., together forge a new directed verdict standard that asks simply whether the proof could lead to a jury verdict in favor of the nonmovant. Second, judicial usage of a plausibility rule would involve the court in overt weighing of the evidence, a possible violation of summary judgment mechanics and the Seventh Amendment. The repeated use of the term "plausible" must relate to substantive antitrust law and the fact that it was quite unbelievable (or implausible) that the plaintiff's proof required the more than twenty defendants to sell at low prices for twenty-five years and never reach the recoupment state of a predation case. As used in Matsushita, the word "plausible" has a substantive meaning. The Court allocated the plaintiff a similar task to demonstrate plausible proof at the pleading stage in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, a procedural twist that smacks of summary judgment and only makes sense if characterized as a matter of substantive anti-trust law.

3. A Rule 56-Friendly Reading of Kodak Co.

It would be a mistake to view Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc., a decision that affirmed a court of appeals holding which overturned a motion for summary judgment in favor of the defendant Kodak, as a major change of Rule 56 policy. Read prudently, the Kodak
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decision is merely saying that the claim of the eighteen plaintiffs, competitors of Kodak in servicing Kodak copiers, did make economic sense, particularly in view of the timing of the summary judgment grant. After all, District Judge Schwarzer granted summary judgment before much discovery had been conducted.

*Kodak* was a very different case than *Matsushita* and fails to represent a retreat from *Matsushita*. The defendant Kodak was charged with restricting supply to the plaintiff group of repair competitors rather than the low prices alleged to have been set by a group of co-conspirators in *Matsushita*. Justice Blackmun's *Kodak* opinion found the theory of the nonmoving party plaintiffs attractive, "exactly the harm that antitrust laws aim to prevent." He interpreted *Matsushita* as only demanding "that the nonmoving party's inferences be reasonable in order to reach the jury." This assertion is entirely logical and prudent as an articulation of summary judgment; not every inference can be reasonable, or alternatively, will be economically senseless. Because the plaintiffs' claim cast a supporting inference, the defendant movant was required to show the nonexistence of a critical element of the case—market power.

Commentary and case law regarding the *Kodak* decision largely support this view. To be sure, Professor Calkins did stress that "*Matsushita* emboldened courts to address the merits at early stages; *Kodak* cautions against excessive enthusiasm." In contrast, Professor Weber observed that *Kodak* merely said that "when it comes to summary judgment, antitrust cases should be treated like all other cases." Alan Siberman voiced a similar conclusion when he correctly asserted that "*Kodak* did not state any new principle of law." This view of *Kodak* was taken by the Third Circuit when it described *Matsushita*, while citing *Kodak*, as a decision that "did not invent a new requirement for an antitrust plaintiff to meet, but merely articulated an established one, i.e., the inferences drawn from the proffered evidence must be reasonable." Similarly,
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the Ninth Circuit echoed this reading of the Kodak decision in Rebel Oil Co. v. Atlantic Richfield Co.\textsuperscript{157} when it affirmed summary judgment for a defendant charged with predatory pricing because the plaintiff's expert's conclusions were "economically unreasonable."\textsuperscript{158}

4. Antitrust Summary Judgment is Alive, Diverse, and Working

Antitrust summary judgment is popular. The filing of summary judgment motions in antitrust litigation appears to exceed the mean filing rate for all summary judgment motions. Professor Hovenkamp recently referred to the courts "developing a remarkably expansive doctrine of 'summary judgment.'\textsuperscript{159} Courts employ Rule 56 to dispose of a variety of antitrust issues and sometimes use it to resolve an entire case. There appears to be little empirical evidence of misuse of antitrust summary judgment. Antitrust policy requires an early means to test the merits in antitrust litigation to interject substantive reality into a context where there are "powerful incentives to offer claims or defenses of little merit."\textsuperscript{160}

A brief look at statistics compiled by the Federal Judicial Center (FJC) for fiscal year 2006 yields interesting data and confirms the utility of summary judgment motions in antitrust cases.\textsuperscript{161} During this period, about 400 (397 to be exact) cases with antitrust claims were terminated.\textsuperscript{162} In this set of cases, summary judgment motions were made in 103 cases, or, put differently, 26 summary judgment motions were filed per every 100 cases that were terminated.\textsuperscript{163} This 26% figure compares to a substantially lower rate of filing in all cases—a rate of 17% for the filing of summary judgment in all types of civil cases.\textsuperscript{164}
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Disposition rates for Rule 56 motions can be controversial; critics of summary judgment attack what they think is a tendency to grant summary judgment too readily in civil rights cases.\textsuperscript{165} The percentage of grants of summary judgment in civil rights cases for 2006 was 70\%, the highest number of any major type of case in the FJC study of summary judgment.\textsuperscript{166} As to the disposition of antitrust summary judgment motions, 53\% were granted and 47\% were denied.\textsuperscript{167} This rate of summary judgment grants approximates that of tort claims, where an almost identical 54\% of motions were granted, and it is not far from the rate of granting summary judgment requests for all civil cases, 60\%.\textsuperscript{168} It should be noted that the grant data includes a summary judgment motion granted in whole or in part, thereby contributing to what might appear to be a higher percentage of Rule 56 motion grants.

While care should be taken when assessing the use of summary judgment in antitrust litigation, there is reason to employ Rule 56 in complex cases generally and antitrust cases in particular. Treble damages and statutory attorneys fees create a substantial incentive to file antitrust claims, including some claims that may be marginal. The heavy costs of complex and document dominated antitrust litigation can be diminished if a motion for summary judgment is appropriately granted. Conversely, the early denial of a motion for summary judgment can efficiently send a case down the well-worn settlement track.

The timing norms relevant to summary judgment permit early motions in order to interject some efficient substantive assessment of the merits before a case becomes mature. Defendants may request summary judgment “at any time,”\textsuperscript{169} and plaintiffs may also move with dispatch by requesting summary judgment twenty days after filing an action or any time after the defense moves for summary judgment.\textsuperscript{170} Although the present draft of Rule 56 tolerates late summary judgment motions,\textsuperscript{171} the recent amendment to Rule 56, taking effect December 1, 2009, limits the time to file to thirty days following the close of discovery.\textsuperscript{172}
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\textsuperscript{169} FED. R. CIV. P. 56(b).

\textsuperscript{170} FED. R. CIV. P. 56(a). Under amendments to Rule 56 which, take effect December 1, 2009, the timing norm has been simplified by permitting summary judgment to be filing “at any time until 30 days after the close of discovery.” See infra note 172.

\textsuperscript{171} See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 56(b) (allowing summary judgment to be sought by defendants “at any time”); FED. R. CIV. P. 56(a) (limiting the time for plaintiffs to file summary judgment requests only within the first twenty days after case filing).

Summary judgment can be used to resolve various issues in antitrust litigation. It may be a means to decide the viability of antitrust affirmative defenses or to eliminate critical proof requirements from the prima facie case of the plaintiff. A brief review of particular Rule 56 use in antitrust cases reveals a broad and varied use of summary judgment in antitrust litigation.

a. Antitrust Affirmative Defenses

Substantive antitrust rules set forth several defenses that seem to beg for some sort of pretrial assessment. Because these are affirmative defenses, the moving party must demonstrate that the record supports summary judgment on the issue involved; the movant carries a heavy burden of production, and the light burden of summary judgment production set forth by Celotex Corp. v. Catrett is inapplicable. If this burden is met, then the nonmovant may not be able to successfully come forward showing disputed issues for trial. This means that antitrust affirmative defenses constitute "killer motions," meaning they have the capacity to end the litigation.

The state action defense is illustrative. Although state action issues can raise complex factual issues, they often involve no issues of fact and constitute pure issues of law. In such a context, the grant of a defense motion for summary judgment based upon state action is common, efficient, and particularly within the expertise of the district court.

Michigan Paytel Joint Venture v. City of Detroit is a good example. There, the defendant city moved for summary judgment on the ground that it was immune from antitrust exposure because of state action immunity. The Sixth Circuit affirmed summary judgment and dismissed the plaintiffs' claim alleging a conspiracy in bidding for a prison telephone system. The focus of the state action defense is largely upon issues of law, namely whether the restraint alleged is "clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed as state policy" and that the policy alleged to be illegal has been "actively supervised" by the state." Where the dispute is purely one under the two-part Midcal Aluminum test, summary judgment motions are essentially legal and can be granted and would appear to be a time-saving device squarely within the power of the court rather than the jury. If, however, a state action defense raised questions of
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disputed historical fact unrelated to the two-part Midcal Aluminum framework, summary judgment would appear to be unworkable.

b. Defense Attacks on Elements of the Plaintiff's Prima Facie Case

A common defense strategy in antitrust litigation is to move for summary judgment, attacking a key element of the plaintiff's case. It is not uncommon to see a motion for summary judgment filed by a defendant who contends that the plaintiff has failed to show disputed issues of fact regarding antitrust injury,\(^\text{179}\) antitrust standing,\(^\text{180}\) impact affecting interstate commerce,\(^\text{181}\) lack of injury to business or property, failure to prove a relevant market,\(^\text{182}\) antitrust statutory exemptions,\(^\text{183}\) or lack of antitrust causation. The range of defense possibilities is broad and diverse, making summary judgment a powerful weapon in defending antitrust actions.

Recent grants of defendant motions for summary judgment illustrate the transsubstantive approach taken by contemporary courts. Judges have granted summary judgment in tying cases because the nonmovant plaintiff was unable to prove appreciable economic power in the market for the tying product,\(^\text{184}\) they have affirmed summary judgment for defendants due to a plaintiff's inability to prove conspiracy through e-mail communications,\(^\text{185}\) and they have affirmed summary judgment because the plaintiff failed to demonstrate sufficient evidence of antitrust
III. CONNECTING THE PROCEDURAL DOTS? THE APPLICATION OF THE QUICK LOOK APPROACH TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT

A. THE IMPORTANCE OF *TEXACO INC. V. DAGHER*

In *Texaco Inc. v. Dagher*, the Supreme Court reversed a Ninth Circuit decision that imposed per se liability on a geographically-confined joint venture between Texaco and Shell. The succinct, unanimous opinion of Justice Thomas rejected the use of the per se rule because Shell and Texaco had joined forces as a single entity that was incapable of fixing prices. This decision contributes to summary judgment jurisprudence by reinstating the grant of summary judgment ordered by the trial court that had dismissed the case on grounds similar to those of the Court.

In a footnote of some methodological significance, *Dagher* integrated the quick look approach into summary judgment mechanics. In response to the plaintiffs' contention that Texaco and Shell should be liable under the quick look "doctrine," Justice Thomas seemingly endorsed some kind of quick look approach by observing that they "have applied the quick look doctrine to business activities that are so plainly anticompetitive that courts need undertake only a cursory examination before imposing antitrust liability." Although the *Dagher* decision fails to use the quick look to impose per se liability, its footnote clearly signals that lower courts can integrate the quick look into summary judgment by granting a plaintiff's motion for summary judgment when confronted with an alleged restraint that, upon "cursory examination," is naked or plainly anti-competitive.

This apparent blessing in *Dagher* of the use of both the quick look and antitrust summary judgment is all the more significant because of the less-than-strong endorsement given the quick look in *California Dental*. There, the Court's cautionary attitude prompted it to reject the quick look application of the court of appeals. While this litigation involved review of a Federal Trade Commission (FTC) decision and did not entail summary judgment, it displayed a "go slow" treatment of antitrust methodology at odds with the shortcut nature of summary judgment philoso-
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Although Dagher's quick look footnote is brief and fairly tepid, it is significant for not following California Dental and for eschewing skepticism toward the quick look. The footnote does cite California Dental but in a positive way, as an example of how that quick look is used. It is almost as though Justice Thomas intentionally dropped a gratuitous footnote in order to rehabilitate the quick look from its seeming trashing in the California Dental decision and, in so doing, may have ignored the negative treatment given the quick look by the Court in California Dental.

Opponents of the quick look might posit that the Dagher footnote was limited to use of the quick look as a tool to impose per se liability. It is true that this positive Dagher response to the quick look ignored its potential use by firms accused of antitrust wrongdoing. Yet, the footnote may have been a targeted response to the argument of the plaintiffs that per se liability should apply through the use of the "quick look doctrine." If so, then it would seem logical of Justice Thomas to confine the thrust of his quick look footnote to the argument advanced by the plaintiffs.

B. INTEGRATING SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND THE QUICK LOOK

While it is possible for the quick look and summary judgment to apply independently, it seems logical for these similar shortcuts to operate together in a sort of integrated tandem arrangement. Nevertheless, decisions to combine these methods may ultimately depend upon the precise goal of the party seeking a quick look. Three distinct strategic litigation options exist. First, the antitrust plaintiff who seeks a quick look in order to force a court to consider applying a per se rule will often want a judgment of pretrial liability. In this context, the plaintiff will probably move for summary judgment. In contrast, some defendants who want a quick look may hope that application of this methodology will slow the adjudicatory process to activate a full-blown plenary trial. The latter context appears inappropriate for summary judgment. A third possibility is represented by a defendant who is confident that application of the quick look will lead to a follow-up Rule 56 motion based on the efficiencies proved by a quick look. This defendant may advance quick look proof within the summary judgment process. Of course, I acknowledge that
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some defense counsel will want to bypass the quick look altogether and seek judgment based upon the rule of reason.

Summary judgment’s trial-like, adjudicative, pretrial nature constitutes an effective means to utilize the quick look method. The process of taking a pretrial quick look at the anti-competitive and pro-competitive impact of an alleged restraint involves expert affidavits and arguments, the hallmarks of summary judgment procedure. Accordingly, a tandem approach combining summary judgment and the quick look would integrate expert affidavits supporting and opposing illegality and constitute the “meat and potatoes” of both summary judgment and quick look mechanics.

The integration of antitrust summary judgment and the quick look is quite predictable and straightforward. One combination of these shortcuts involves an antitrust plaintiff who moves for summary judgment and argues that the alleged restraint is so plainly anti-competitive after a quick look that the motion should be granted. The district court grant of summary judgment in Continental Airlines, Inc. v. United Airlines, Inc. is illustrative. There, the trial court emphasized the “defendants’ inability to offer any plausible or material pro-competitive justifications for their agreement to restrict the size of carry-on baggage at Dulles [airport].” The quick look method is one-dimensional in such cases and calls for summary judgment to be granted where there is an obvious anti-competitive effect and the record reveals a lack of any plausible pro-competitive justifications.

I do not predict that many motions for summary judgment using the quick look will be granted. Few quick look applications result in a grant of a Rule 56 motion. With the increased unwillingness to employ per se rules and courts’ fear of reversal due to failure to develop the record, grants of such plaintiffs’ Rule 56 motions occur infrequently. Courts find that use of the per se and quick look “standards are exceptional . . . and their application is reserved for the most patently anticompetitive restraints.” Reversing the trial court’s grant of summary judgment in Continental Airlines, the Fourth Circuit boldly asserted that “courts have

---
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been wary of summary judgment in the context of quick-look analysis." In addition, courts are likely to reject application of the quick look approach in cases alleging violations in a vertical restraints context, which appear wholly dependent on the rule of reason.

The role of appellate review influences the reluctance to grant a defense summary judgment motion based upon a quick look. A district judge is never reversed for undertaking too thorough an evidentiary examination of an alleged restraint. In contrast, courts of appeal do reverse based upon the use of shortcuts such as summary judgment or the quick look method. Such reversals serve to deter summary judgment grants using a quick look approach.

A second and more common integration of the quick look and summary judgment involves a quick look analysis followed by a district court grant of summary judgment dismissing the case. For example, in Blubaugh v. American Contract Bridge League, the trial court used a quick look framework to grant summary judgment and dismiss the plaintiff’s boycott claim. Note that it is possible that the defendant movant will not seek quick look treatment, but instead might argue for application of a full-dress rule of reason.

Other procedural means capable of combining the quick look and summary judgment exists. The combination of a sua sponte quick look analysis followed by a sua sponte summary judgment is clearly justifiable under the extremely broad Rule 16 pretrial powers of district judges. Rule 16 pretrial conferences hold the potential to play an important role in quick look methodology. Rule 16(c)(2)(D) specifically permits the court to avoid “unnecessary proof,” and Rule 16(c)(2)(A) allows the court discretionary power to engage in “formulating and simplifying the issues.” Read liberally, these powers under Rule 16 would seemingly justify a district judge’s decision to apply the quick look method, a procedure that
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The Quick Look Approach would simplify the case and eventually avoid unnecessary proof. Alternatively, the district court has explicit authority under Rule 16(c)(2)(E) to consider granting a motion for summary judgment as part of the pretrial process. These powers, together with the extremely broad authority to act in a just, speedy, and cost-conscious manner under Rule 16(c)(2)(P), permit further efficient integration of the quick look and summary judgment in the pretrial phase of litigation.

C. The Use of the Quick Look at the Federal Trade Commission

The FTC, an agency operating with its own version of a summary judgment rule, has used the quick look method with mixed success in multiple opinions. No FTC case uses its "summary decision" rule in tandem with a quick look approach. In Massachusetts Board of Optometry, the FTC set forth a thoughtful elaboration of the quick look that focused upon proof of obvious harm to consumers, which shifted a burden upon defendant to produce plausible, pro-competitive justifications either with beneficial consumer impact or without causing adverse consequences to the market at issue. In California Dental, the FTC used the quick look to find illegal advertising restrictions set by defendants. In PolyGram Holding, the FTC concluded that the defendants' restriction on marketing, while not per se illegal, appeared close to a presumptively illegal naked restraint. More recently, in North Texas Specialty Physicians, the FTC used the quick look to hold illegal price polling and information sharing among independent physicians. These opinions, particularly the more recent PolyGram and North Texas Specialty Physician decisions, demonstrate a commitment by the FTC to continue its attempt to use a shortcut methodology, even in the aftermath of the adverse treatment of the quick look in the 1999 California Dental decision.
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The FTC has used the quick look concept often since the early 1980s. The earliest application of the quick look by the agency characterized the quick look as a version of the rule of reason, referring to the methodology as a "'truncated or so-called 'quick look' rule of reason that considers whether any possible procompetitive justifications might exist.'" These FTC applications of the quick look were not limited to the rule of reason. Cases exist demonstrating how the Commission has used the quick look to help decide a wide variety of issues. In a merger case involving disputed entry barriers, Commissioner Patricia Bailey concluded that the "'quick look' test leads to a rule of per se legality for many mergers." In a case involving minimum fees and uniform interpreter charges, the FTC used the quick look approach to assess the market share and consumer ability to switch to alternative suppliers.

In addition to continuing to find utility in the quick look in litigation, the FTC, along with the Department of Justice, has emphasized the quick look methodology in its 

Antitrust Guidelines for Competitor Collaboration Among Competitors (Guidelines), issued in 2000. The Guidelines set forth a multi-tiered continuum of methods for antitrust analysis, including per se, the rule of reason, the doctrine of ancillary restraints, and a broad reading of the quick look. Where an alleged restraint is deserving of rule of reason treatment, the Guidelines call for quick look evaluation. This approach avoids the detailed evidence of pro-competitive justifications unless there exists real evidence of anti-competitive impact.

The quick look test set forth by the Guidelines offers a separate "reach" efficiency not involved in a tandem application of summary judgment and the quick look. The quick look process represents a self-applied antitrust analysis usually detached from litigation. Under this procedure, the quick look reaches many business practices that are never litigated and allows a less expensive way to self-evaluate, rather than litigate, competitive impact.
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CONCLUSION

The quick look methodology lacks an express and certain definition. Some describe it as a mere synonym for per se illegality and others equate it to an abbreviated version of the rule of reason. Some authorities consider the quick look a middle ground while, in contrast, respected commentators place it on a continuum of methodologies.

Clarity regarding the quick look is a scarce commodity. Although the Supreme Court has been neither explicitly complimentary nor explanatory regarding the quick look methodology, it nonetheless has failed to invalidate the approach. The 2006 Dagher footnote flirts with the quick look as though the earlier California Dental opinion had not exposed the shortcomings of the procedure. In brief, uncertainty reigns regarding the continued viability and meaning of the quick look at our highest court. Meanwhile, use of the quick look continues unabated at the FTC with repeated reliance on the quick look over a decades-long period.

At the same time, another procedural shortcut, summary judgment, seems in good form in antitrust litigation, despite the presence of volumes of documents and critical intent issues. The non-transsubstantive Poller dictum, expressing reluctance to use summary judgment in antitrust litigation, appears to have been ignored in older decisions, such as Cities Service, and put to death in the Matsushita decision. We are presently in an era of broad and increasing summary judgment use that reflects judicial willingness to employ the procedure in antitrust cases. The existing empirical evidence suggests that summary judgment motions are more likely to be filed in antitrust cases (23%) than the mean filing rate (17%). This fact should cause analysts to rightly ponder antitrust summary judgment and, at the same time, incentivize defendants, the usual beneficiaries of a Rule 56 grant, to file a summary judgment motion.

A robust antitrust summary judgment practice is very relevant to the quick look method. A brief line of published cases integrates summary judgment with the quick look to dismiss cases revealed to be plainly anti-competitive after a quick look at the alleged restraint. In contrast, several other cases apply the quick look as a prelude to dismissing antitrust claims through a motion for summary judgment. Neither of these sets of cases is large; quantitatively, the combination of quick look and summary judgment, while high on interest and potential, yields little quantitative volume. The FTC continues to consider the quick look as a viable
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test but, in a manner similar to the courts,’ has failed to integrate its summary disposition into the mechanics of a quick look approach.\textsuperscript{234}

In short, there is much theoretical synergy between quick look and summary judgment but, thus far, only a modest quantity of real-world results in published cases. Perhaps the quick look and summary judgment procedures are too similar and tend to confuse those seeking shortcuts in complex litigation. At the end of the day, it may be asking too much to integrate a venerated procedure, summary judgment, with an ambiguous and substantive rule of analysis—the quick look.

\textsuperscript{234} See supra section III.C. (discussing the various manners in which the FTC has employed the quick look).